Passionate about tech? Interested in Energy? Come work for Kayrros, a fast-growing start-up
using artificial intelligence to transform the world’s biggest industry.
Kayrros is headquartered in Paris, with offices in New York, Houston, London, and Singapore. By
working for Kayrros, you will join an energetic team of 140 people, with diverse professional
backgrounds—from data science and petroleum engineering to sales and marketing—and over 15
different nationalities and 10 spoken languages.
Our team of energy experts and tech wizards are working to bring transparency to the global energy
market. We employ innovative technologies, like satellite imagery processing and artificial intelligence,
to capture and analyze data across the energy sector. Combined with our expert analysis, we give our
clients valuable information on global market movements to make better business decisions—whether
that’s trading, investing or managing their operations.
In September 2018, Kayrros received €21M in Series B funding to continue breaking the boundaries of
the energy market.
Interested in operating at the intersection of energy and the data revolution? Get in touch!
We are currently recruiting for our Paris Office,
a Front-End Developer M/F (CDI)
The job
You will join a product team comprised of Data Scientists, Engineers and Analysts to develop solutions
for energy industry customers. In your role as Front-End Developer, you will be expected to:
• Work with analysts to design and test dashboards that convey complex data analysis in an
intuitive way
• Work with Engineers to implement designs robustly
• Contribute design ideas to help customers understand complex data and make better
decisions
Profile
This is an ideal opportunity if you are looking for a CDI starting immediately, and you want to join
a fast-growing start-up.
•
•
•
•
•

You hold a Masters 2 degree
You are familiar with ReactJS and AngularJS
You are able to demonstrate past front-end projects
You are able to work in a fast-paced environment and be proactive in solving problems
Languages: English mandatory, French is a plus

Why join Kayrros?
•
•
•

We are a young, fast-growing tech company and are extremely passionate about what we
do.
We are located in the WeWork building on Rue la Fayette, 75009 (free drinks, events and a
vibrant atmosphere).
You will work with an international team and practice your English (or Chinese, German,
Swedish, Portuguese...) on a day to day basis.

Recruitment process
Send your CV specifying the type of contract and your availability
•
•

A phone interview (HR)
A physical interview (Team member + HR + Product Manager)

The whole process will last one month at most.
Want to join us? Please apply: recruitment@kayrros.com

